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CORE Real Estate Group celebrates their recent prize winning acquisition, however not in the form 

of property but of new agent, Jarrod Guy Randolph. Although, he bears a most youthful demeanor, 

this gentleman has 10 years of experience under his belt and a sales record of over $500 million, 

which is what got him named on the prestigious Forbes list of "30 under 30." Mr. Randolph's 

amicable persona will soon air on HGTV’s hit series, "Selling New York," where all can view exactly 

how he moves multi-million dollar lux Manhattan real estate without breaking a sweat and 

maintaining a smile. When asked about his sentiments on making the list, Mr. Randolph said: 

 

“I cannot express how honored I am to be a part of the coveted Forbes '30 Under 30' in real estate. 

With this exciting acknowledgement, I have no choice but to take my business to the next level and 

knock it out of the ball park!” 

 

The commemoration was hosted in CORE's exclusive Blue Penthouse at 105 Norfolk Street. Many of 

the diverse mix of attendees were Mr. Randolph's friends and ranged from stylish downtown types 

to the upper crust. Interestingly enough, the congregation reflected Mr. Randolph's varied clientele, 

which consists of celebs, musicians, and designers. DJ Michaelangelo L’Acqua (Global Music Director 



for the W Hotels) kept hitting the right spots with a familiar musical selection mirroring one's own 

ipod play list. Staging came courtesy of celebrity interior designer, Lauren Stern.  

 

Additionally, on display were the melodic works of Mr. Randolph's dear friend, Conor Mccreedy. 

The ambiguity and indecisiveness of Mccreedy's movements are complimented by his clear 

direction and bold commentary on race, sexuality and social identity. As an Aquarius, his "blue 

period" definitely coincides with the water bearer aspect of his astrological sign and coincide with 

the indigo tinted windows of the CORE's Blue Penthouse. 


